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REGARDING GOLD WING suspension
issues, "fork braces don't do much"
(MCN 12/18). I will agree that for most
Gold Wings, fork braces don't do much.
They might stiffen up the front end a
bit, but hardly enough to justify the
price. Except for one Wing, the GL1500.

The GL1500 is about as stiff as a wet
noodle in corners. A lot of that is due
to the front end. Heeled over, rebound
in the front end sets up a negative
dynamic wobble that is brief, but dis

concerting to riders not expecting it.
Fork braces make a dramatic

improvement in this wobble. The
Superbrace is good and makes an
improvement. The BlackWing brace,
made to much higher tolerances and
locking the forks together much tighter,
transforms the front end of the GL1500.
I wouldn't have believed it if I hadn't
experienced it on my own GL1500.
Other GL1500 owners who have
installed it say the same thing.

The only problem is that the Black

Wing brace is manufactured by one
man with a temperamental CNC
machine, and sold only through eBay,
when he has them in stock. They're
somewhat hard to get ahold of. They
can also be tough to install, as the tol
erances of Honda's forks aren't as con

sistent as those of the brace. Freezing
the brace before installation helps.

-Scott MacLean

You may be right. I've found flex to be
a challenge in racing, not so much on
street. Using fork braces helped margin
ally on both road and dirt courses, back
when forks and axles had smaller diam
eters. The inner and outer tubes lever
aged, causing flex or bending from road
braking and dirtlanding. When you're
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looking for an edge, even small chassis
improvements can reduce tenths of a
second every comer or jump, making the
rider several seconds faster over a race.

In the '80s and '90s, fork braces were
more popular. They became less com
mon as tube diameters increased and
upside-down forks emerged. My per
sonal experiences are limited to a RZ350
and FZR600, both street and race ridden.
The spindly RZ twisted and torqued
everywhere, so it was hard to tell if the
brace helped at all.

The more rigid FZR600 was drasti
cally better, so it made the brace change
inconsequential by comparison. On the
street, I never pushed it hard enough to
notice a difference. To be fair, a 300
pound sportbike compared to an 800
pound tourer is a poor comparison and
the experiences are certainly different.

I use body position and trail braking to
absorb or distribute force over a longer
period. Creating slower spring loading
and unloading stabilizes the chassis. I
may be desensitized to or "ride around"
what most riders would consider flex.

Other than opinion, there is logic.
Many factors cause flex or the impres
sion offlex. On a conventional right
side-up-fork, (chrome on top) flex could
be attributed to tire deflection; lack of
low-speed damping; axle flex; upper and
lower tube flex; or play at the wheel bear
ings, fork bushings and steering bearings.

Modem axles and lower fork tubes are
substantial and don't have major issues
with twisting. Everything moves, flexes
and vibrates, but in minor amounts.
Upper chrome tubes are smaller and eas
ier to flex. I've replaced dozens ofupper
tubes, but rarely fmd lower damage. They
are bolted to the steering clamps, but free
floating in the lower legs to allow suspen
sion travel. The bushings have designed
clearances to reduce suspension binding
from angle changes caused by flex, (brak
ing or landing) .

On a new bike, I can move the front

wheel a few millimeters back and forth
due to this clearance. I don't know ofa
way to reduce that clearance or brace the
upper tubes, considering the flexing area
must stay exposed for fork travel.

Fork braces clamp the lower tubes,
which helps reduce lower tube twist at
the axle but doesn't address the 800
pound gorilla up top. While braces can
help reduce flex, they don't correct the
major problem.

How it feels is what's important, so let's
ask the readers. What are your experi
ences with fork braces?

-Kevin O'Shaughnessy

I recently did the 30K mile valve clear
ance check on my 2011 Kawasaki ZX-14

Ninja. Several of my intake and exhaust
valves were right at the minimum
clearance, yet my shop manual says
no adjustment is required if within tol
erance. Do you think it is safe to go for
another 15K miles, or should I reshim
now? I baby my bike, and have never
been even half-way to redline.

-EdEberhart

Good job taking the initiative to check
your valvetrain. There are a few things to
consider when checking clearances.We
often can't see the point of contact mea
sured and can only feel. Even seasoned
techs make mistakes, thinking a clear
ance was beyond specification, only to
fmd something was causing an inaccu
rate "feel" of tight or loose clearance.

Spring pressures can be progressive
and light on preload. Aflat spot on the
base circle or a rounded tip on a feeler
gauge can act as a ramp. Light spring
pressure and ramps can allow the feeler
gauge to push the spring out of the way
with little effort, giving a false indication
of clearance. Try dropping down feeler
gauge sizes until no drag is felt. Ifyou
must drop several sizes smaller, the
initial measurement was likely off. The
difference between drag and no drag are
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